Fishermen’s Welfare & Human Rights: Ascension Island EEZ

A Comparative Independent Assessment of the Potential Risks to the Welfare and Human Rights of Fishermen Operating within the Ascension Island Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) onboard Foreign Flagged Tuna Longline Vessels
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INTRODUCTION

1. This Report is produced on behalf of the Royal Society for the Protection of Birds (RSPB) and forms part of the Charity’s collaborative work as part of the Great British Oceans coalition and campaign.1 The Report independently and specifically looks at the human rights and welfare concerns and related protections required of fishermen working on board licensed foreign flagged and registered tuna longline vessels operating inside the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of the Ascension Island.

2. Lying in the South Atlantic, Ascension is part of a British Overseas Territory together with St Helena and Tristan da Cunha. It is a self-governing jurisdiction and is not a part of the United Kingdom (UK). As such the UK is only responsible for Ascension’s defence, foreign policy, and internal security. All other matters of state are the preserve of the Overseas Territory (St Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha).2

3. Based on historic data, the Report evaluates the potential risk of human rights abuses occurring on board vessels operating within the Ascension Island Government (AIG) run fishing licence scheme, and highlights potential future improvements to protect individual seafarer’s fundamental rights. In order to help assess the risk, the AIG fishing licence application system is considered in accordance with internationally recognised fundamental human rights legal protections. Further, the Report looks at the nationality of the licensed vessels operating in the Ascension EEZ and the likely nationality of the crew working on board. Understanding the applicable national jurisdictions in this sphere are central to gauging the scope of the potential risk.

4. By way of comparison, the Report then goes on to look at certain objective legislative criteria and industry best management practice. Such variables are then collectively assessed in the comparative context of a UK model for fishermen’s human rights and welfare through the medium of a short case study.

5. The Report concludes with a list of recommendations for future action.

OVERVIEW OF ASCENSION ISLAND’S TUNA FISHING INDUSTRY

6. The main commercial fishery on Ascension is a pelagic longline fishery, which targets bigeye tuna and also catches a small amount of yellowfin tuna. The largest longline fleets are those of Japan and China (Taipei), or Taiwan as it is commonly referred to.

7. Longlining is a technique used by commercial fishermen in which a long line (or main line) is baited with multiple hooks. Each hook is attached at intervals by secondary shorter branch lines called gangions (or snoods). Hand-baited these lines are then cast out to sea and, depending on the target species, either anchored to the sea floor in the case of demersal longlining, or left to drift as is the case of pelagic longlining.

8. The main lines of commercial vessels can run for many kilometres, but average between 90 and 150km. As such, radio beacons along with marker buoys are used to help the crew to locate the lines they have laid. The buoys are also used to fix the depth at which the lines are floated to vary the species of fish being targeted as is the choice of bait.

9. Commercial lines vary in their size and length with most commercial boats utilising several thousand hooks across many kilometres of line, as is the case in the South Atlantic longline fishery.

10. Tuna longline vessels are typically 400-800 Gross Tonnes and over 20m in length. They are designed to be at sea for long periods of time, sometimes nine months of the year, and as such require specific accommodation layouts to house the crew on board. Ordinarily, crew numbers will range between 10 and 20 depending upon the size and age of the vessel.

11. In 2016 the southern half of the Ascension EEZ was designated a ‘no-take’ zone to all types of fishing. However, fishing is still permitted within the northern half of the EEZ (see Figure 4).
ASCENSION FISHING LICENCE SCHEME

12. LAW

The relevant law pertaining to fishing licences and the regulation thereof is contained in the Fisheries (Conservation and Management) Ordinance 2015 (FCMO), and in two related Orders, the Fishery Limits (Licensing of Fishing) (Offshore Zone) Order 2015 (FLLFOZO), and the Fishery Limits (Licensing of Transhipment) Order, 2015 (FLTLO). For those wishing to apply for an Ascension Island fishing licence, further guidance is available in the document entitled, Ascension Island 2015 Information for Applicants. 12, 13

13. THE FCMO

Is expansive and addresses a range of matters dealing with the regulation of fishing in the Ascension EEZ. Among others, this includes the appointment and powers of a Director of Fisheries and Fisheries Protection Officers; the licensing of fishing; catch reporting requirements, including transit through the zone; Illegal, Unreported and Unregulated (IUU) related fishing offences; fish aggregating devices; transhipment and harbour access; and other offences and penalties.

14. THE FLLFOZO

Prescribes that fishing within the fishery limits in any area beyond the territorial sea is prohibited, unless it is carried out in accordance with a licence issued under section 5 of the FCMO. The schedule to the order indicates that the fee for such a licence will be GBP220.00.

15. THE FHTLO

Prescribes that transhipment of fish or fishing products is prohibited within the fishery limits unless it is authorised by a transhipment licence granted by the Director of Fisheries under section 12 of the FCMO. A charge may be made for the cost of licensing the relevant transhipment licence.

The current transhipment licence fee for fishing vessels is GBP500 per transhipment. There are no transhipment fees imposed on the recipient vessels.

16. FLAGGING

All fishing vessels applying for an Ascension fishing licence must be flagged to an International Commission on the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (ICCAT) Member State. Further, an ICCAT Access Agreement must have been signed between the company of the applicant vessel and the UK (Overseas Territories) as contracting parties. As a Regional Fishery Body (RFB), ICCAT is responsible for the conservation of tunas and tuna-like species in the Atlantic Ocean and adjacent seas.

17. SUPPORTING PROTECTIONS

In addition to the requirements under ICCAT, the Ascension fishing licence conditions include, among others, the requirement to have a valid vessel safety certificate from the flag State and a valid ship’s sanitation certificate; sufficient life jackets and life raft places for all on board, including any fishers observers; a vessel monitoring system and Class A or B Automatic Identification Systems (AIS) operating at all times in the EEZ; a fire plan for the vessel; and, a contingency plan in case of emergency.

18. EFFECTIVE REMEDY

The AIG reserves the right to exclude a vessel if it is or has been involved in Illegal, unreported, or unregulated (IUU) fishing; or if the owner, charterer or an associated entity of the vessel is or has been involved in IUU fishing of the Ascension Island 2015 Information for Applicants, pursuant to the FCDO:

- ICCAT Flagged Vessels
  - The ICCAT Convention makes no reference to human rights protections per se. However, the Convention is in essence open for signature by the government of any State which is a member of the United Nations (UN), or any of the UN’s specialized agencies. By virtue of this fact, any vessel flying a registered flag with an AIG fishing licence should be, by virtue of State association, linked to a member State of the UN and therefore subject to the associated protections of one or more human rights treaties. However, China (Taipei) may not necessarily fall under this category.

- Language Requirement
  - In the event of an emergency at sea, the fact that the AIG fishing licence requires vessels to have at least one member of the fishing vessel’s crew who is reasonably fluent in English to facilitate communication with the relevant authorities is in reality a necessity to protect the crew. This may be viewed in terms of safety of life at sea and right to life protections.

- Ships Sanitation Certificate
  - The requirement that all licensed vessels have in place a valid ship sanitation certificate is a measure of the degree of safety of the provision of services and the condition of the vessel and its machinery.

- Ship Safety Certificate
  - The requirement that all licensed vessels have in place a valid ship safety certificate from the flag State is a measure of the serviceability and condition of the vessel and its machinery. This may be viewed in terms of right to just and favourable conditions of work and right to life protections.

HUMAN RIGHTS RISK ASSESSMENT

19. THE FCDO, its related Orders, and associated guidance material make no express reference to human rights or any human rights related legal instruments.

20. However, certain human rights and welfare protections maybe inferred by association highlighted by, though not limited to:

- Right to Life 15
- Freedom from Torture and Inhuman or Degrading Treatment 16
- Right to Just and Favourable Conditions of Work 17

21. APPRAISAL

The following is an appraisal of the licensing conditions as set out in Section 1 of Annex A of the Ascension Island 2015 Information for Applicants, pursuant to the FCDO:

- Life Jacket
  - The requirement to have sufficient life jackets for everyone on board which are in good condition, fitted with light (with batteries in-date), whistle and reflective tape and which are readily accessible in the event of an emergency, is a measure of the value placed on the safety and lives of crew on board. This may be viewed in terms of right to just and favourable conditions of work and right to life protections.

- PersonalProtective Equipment (PPE)
  - The requirement that safety equipment must be provided to crew where appropriate, such as safer boots, gloves and waterproof clothing, is a measure of the value placed on the safety and lives of the crew on board. This may be viewed in terms of right to just and favourable conditions of work and right to life protections.

- Fire Plan
  - The requirement to have a fire plan for the vessel is a measure of the value placed on the safety and lives of the crew on board. This may be viewed in terms of right to life protections.

- Contingency Plan
  - The requirement to have a contingency plan including contact numbers in case of emergency is a measure of the value placed on the safety and lives of the crew on board. This may be viewed in terms of right to life protections.

22. DOCUMENTARY REQUIREMENTS

Section 2 of Annex A also sets out certain documentary requirements with respect to the names, addresses and contact details of the vessel owners, charterers and operators. Information with respect to the supply chain is clearly kept and recorded, although not necessarily managed in supply chain terms. This is a positive action given that in the event of a human rights risk assessment being identified on board, the relevant responsible parties can be directly contacted.

23. What is clear, however, is that in both Sections 1 and 2 of Annex A, there is a complete absence of ‘crew’ focused information requested by the AIG.
JURISDICTION

25. TERRITORIAL SCOPE
As part of the British Overseas Territory of St Helena, Ascension and Tristan da Cunha, under the sovereignty of the British Crown, UK jurisdiction on Ascension is limited to matters of defence, foreign policy, and internal security. When it comes to international treaties, therefore, unless expressly authorised to do so by the UK Government, Ascension, like all Overseas Territories, does not have the authority to become party to a treaty in its own right. The UK must extend the territorial scope of its ratification of the treaty to include it. This is normally done either at the time of ratification, or at some later date. The UK Government should consult the AIG at the time of notification or signature should the treaty in any way be applicable to the Overseas Territory. The AIG must then be allowed an appropriate length of time to consider the implications of having any treaty extended to them. The UK cannot compel the AIG to have a treaty extended to them. Instead, and by convention, it can only encourage them to request a treaty be extended to them at the same time the UK enters into it or shortly afterwards. 11

26. The implication of this jurisdictional arrangement is such that many of the human rights based international treaties of which the UK is a signatory, may not be legally applicable on Ascension at first instance. Therefore, the rights and protections of fishermen working on board vessels operating under the AIG fishing licence scheme may not be the same rights and protections extended to fishermen working within a UK jurisdiction unless specifically so stated in applicable Government policy.

ICCAT

28. The text of the ICCAT Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas does not make any express reference to human rights protections or the welfare of fishermen on board vessels operating within its jurisdiction. As a treaty concerned with the conservation of tuna and tuna-like species in the Atlantic Ocean, it remains purely focused on the structures in place to facilitate this cause and as such overlooks any matters relating to the human rights and welfare of fishermen. 21

TRANSHIPMENT

29. Transhipment of fish or fishing equipment in the Ascension EEZ does not include the licensing of recipient vessels. There is therefore no way of scrutinising the standards of safety and welfare on board the recipient vessels during such operations. Without further information about the recipient vessel/s there is the potential risk that human rights abuses are occurring within the Ascension fishery limits without the AIG having any control over the defaulting vessel/s. 22

IIU

30. Illegal, Unreported, and Unregulated (IUU) fishing is often a breeding ground for modern slavery and other forms of human rights abuse. 23 For example, Thailand has experienced unprecedented levels of slavery, human trafficking, bonded labour, and corruption within its fishing industry as a result of IUU fishing practices 24.

31. Interpol has disseminated certain advice with respect to IUU and the potential for human rights abuses 11. As a sector of the fishing industry which is known to be susceptible to IUU practice, longline tuna fishermen working under the AIG fishing licence scheme present a real and potential risk to the AIG.

PORT STATE CONTROL

33. At first instance, looking at both the Tokyo MOU and the Paris MOU, the above flag States have the following status and are ranked accordingly:

- **China PRC**: is a member of the Tokyo MOU and is ranked 22nd on the Paris MOU White List;
- **Japan**: is a member of the Tokyo MOU and is ranked 27th on the Paris MOU White List;
- **Philippines**: is a member of the Tokyo MOU and is ranked 28th on the Paris MOU White List;
- **China Taipei**: is neither a member of the Tokyo MOU nor ranked by the Paris MOU due to political status and probable influence of China PRC.

34. What this tells us is that China PRC, Japan and Philippines are all bound by international standards of vessel safety and security and should be subject to regular scrutiny from port State authorities. However, the PSC treaty framework does not specifically address the human rights and welfare matters of fishermen.

FLAG STATE VESSELS KNOWN TO HAVE OPERATED UNDER THE ASCENSION FISHING LICENCE SCHEME

32. Historical data analysis suggests that vessels flying the flag of Japan, China Taipei, China PRC and the Philippines have all held AIG licences in the past five years.

---

12 www.iffo.net/modern-slavery-fishing-sector
14 www.interpol.int/Crime-areas/Environmental-crime/Projects/Project-Scale
15 The Tokyo MOU is an intergovernmental co-operative organization on Port State Control (PSC) in the Asia-Pacific region. Its main aim is to promote the effective implementation, and the uniform and uniform application, of relevant IMO Instruments or other instruments operating in the region. (www.parismou.org accessed 20/08/18)
16 www.parismou.org (accessed 20/08/18)
17 www.parismou.org
taifdukan
18 The Paris MOU is an intergovernmental organization consisting of 27 participating maritime Administrations and covers the waters of the European coastal States and the North Atlantic Basin from North America to Europe. It is a body designed to oversee matters of Port State Control (PSC). PSC is an internationally agreed regime for the inspection by PSC inspection of foreign ships in ports other than those of the flag State. The main aim of PSC is to eliminate the operation of sub-standard ships through a harmonized system of port State control (https://www.parismou.org accessed 20/08/18)
19 www.tokyo-mou.org
20 www.iffo.net/modern-slavery-fishing-sector
22 www.interpol.int/Crime-areas/Environmental-crime/Projects/Project-Scale
23 the influence of China PRC.
24 www.parismou.org (accessed 20/08/18)
25 The Paris MOU is an intergovernmental organization consisting of 27 participating maritime Administrations and covers the waters of the European coastal States and the North Atlantic Basin from North America to Europe. It is a body designed to oversee matters of Port State Control (PSC). PSC is an internationally agreed regime for the inspection by PSC inspection of foreign ships in ports other than those of the flag State. The main aim of PSC is to eliminate the operation of sub-standard ships through a harmonized system of port State control (https://www.parismou.org accessed 20/08/18)
35. As members of the United Nations, all flag States will have signed the Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR). The above flag States are also either signatories or have formally ratified the following international human rights treaties:

**CHINA PRC:**
- International Convention on the Abolition of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 1965;
- International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966;
- International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 1966;
- Convention of the Elimination on All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 1979;
- Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 1984;
- Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989 (including First and Second Optional Protocols);
- Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 2006

**JAPAN:**
- International Convention on the Abolition of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 1965;
- International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966;
- International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 1966;
- Convention of the Elimination on All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 1979;
- Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 1984;
- Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989 (including First and Second Optional Protocols);
- Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 2006;
- International Convention for the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance 2006

**PHILIPPINES:**
- International Convention on the Abolition of All Forms of Racial Discrimination 1965;
- International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1966 (including First and Second Optional Protocols);
- International Covenant on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights 1966;
- Convention of the Elimination on All Forms of Discrimination Against Women 1979 (including Optional Protocol);
- Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or Punishment 1984 (including Optional Protocol);
- Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989 (including First and Second Optional Protocols);
- Convention on the Rights of Persons with Disabilities 2006;
- International Convention for the Protection of all Persons from Enforced Disappearance 2006

36. What this tells us is that the above States have jurisdiction to apply their human rights treaty obligations on board their registered and flagged vessels operating under the AIG fishing licence scheme. It does not, however, provide legal or policy assurance that such protections will positively be afforded, or that breaches of the law will be prosecuted.

**CHINA TAIPEI**

China Taipei is an anomalous case. As it is not a member of the UN it is not able to sign international human rights treaties or ILO Conventions. Although the sovereignty of the island is disputed, to all intents and purposes China Taipei falls under the jurisdiction of China PRC. Without further specific research, it is not possible to know whether certain higher standards of human rights obligations are afforded to fishermen working on board China Taipei flagged vessels.

37. **INDONESIAN FISHERMEN**

Indonesia has traditionally been a hotspot for human rights abuses in the fisheries. The well-publicised revelation of systematic abuse and human trafficking on the islands of Bejina and Ambon was a damning indictment on the world seafood industry. Indeed, it highlighted the lengths developed nations were prepared to go to in order to extra their relative inexpensive fish meal in upmarket parts of some of the world’s biggest cities were coming from.

There have been other instances of human rights abuses involving Indonesian fishermen. In New Zealand, a campaign to assist Indonesian fishermen denied their wages and allegedly made to work in slave-like conditions while reportedly working up to 24 hours with very little rest, reached the court’s Supreme Court in earlier 2018. The case for effective remedy against the fishermen’s former South Korean employer resulted in the first stage of a review of specific New Zealand legislation which, if amended, could see the fishermen compensated for their ordeal.

Reports of Indonesian fishermen allegedly murdering their Chinese Captain on board a vessel registered under the Vanuatu flag came to light in 2017. The Captain was alleged to have systematically abused the fishermen and the flag State had allegedly done very little to address the matter. Some commentators believe that this case represents an injustice to the actual victims and that a legitimate defence was never properly put forward. Other instances of human rights abuses of Indonesian fishermen, including fishermen from nearby countries such as Cambodia, Myanmar and Laos, have been discovered and prosecutions have subsequently ensued.

As a result of the international reputation the country gained from the exposure of such abuse, the Indonesian Government created a certification mechanism through which human rights abuses in the fisheries could be addressed. The effect of this is yet to truly be tested but the steps taken are apparent, to hold those responsible to account through due legal process.

**CONCLUSION**

With respect to the case for responsibility and accountability outlined, this research and the resultant evidence provides a number of avenues for future research. It is hoped that this case will proceed to further investigation and ultimate justice for the alleged victims and their loved ones.

38. **SUSPECTED NATIONALITY OF CREW HAVING WORKED ON VESSELS KNOWN TO HAVE OPERATED UNDER THE ASCENSION FISHING LICENCE SCHEME**

39. Without sight of specific crew lists on board specific vessels operating at any one time under the AIG fishing licence scheme, it is not possible to know for certain what nationalities of fishermen are on board.

39. Some countries are known to provide migrant fishermen to the tuna longline industry, in particular that which exists in the South Atlantic. Based on this general premise the following nationalities of crew have been highlighted as possibly working within the AIG fishery limits.

**FILIPINO FISHERMEN**

The Philippines has a culture of exporting migrant labour to all parts of the world, and men and women in overseas seafaring professions are no exception. Filipino fishermen are accustomed to working overseas on foreign flagged vessels, many of which end up working in the fisheries of Europe, the UK and Ireland. But not all Filipino fishermen head for the fisheries of western Europe. Many end up working on board vessels in Southeast Asia. Indeed, many end up working on a worldwide basis.

40. Cases of abuse of Filipino fishermen on board foreign flagged vessels are numerous. Although these cases do not necessarily specify that such abuses have occurred on foreign flagged vessels operating under the AIG fishing licence scheme, without specific investigation of this matter, it is not possible to discount such a possibility. Specific cases of abuse of Filipino fishermen have been reported in Ireland (Williams, 2016, in China Taipei (Taiwan)) and in South Africa after conducting fishing operations on board a China Taipei registered vessel in the Pacific Ocean.

41. Although the sovereignty of the island is disputed, to all intents and purposes China Taipei falls under the jurisdiction of China PRC. Without further specific research, it is not possible to know whether certain higher standards of human rights obligations are afforded to fishermen working on board China Taipei flagged vessels.
ILO C188

53. Having received the requisite number of formal ratifications, on the 16 November 2017 the International Labour Organisation Work in Fishing Convention (No.188) (ILO C188) came into force41. The Convention, among others, sets out international minimum standards and conditions of service, accommodation and food, occupational safety and health, medical care and social security in the fishing industry. It requires that all fishermen have a written agreement, signed by the fishing vessel owner or the fishing vessel owners’ representative, which is comprehensible to them and which sets out the terms of their employment, including such matters as payment of wages and the right to rest.

54. Among the key provisions, ILO C188 addresses aspects of the recruitment and placement of fishermen (Art. 22 (1) – (3)); the minimum terms and conditions of service, accommodation and food, occupational safety and health, medical care and social security in the fishing industry. It requires that all fishermen have a written agreement, signed by the fishing vessel owner or the fishing vessel owners’ representative, which is comprehensible to them and which sets out the terms of their employment, including such matters as payment of wages and the right to rest.

55. The Convention aims to ensure that those of the world’s estimated 38 million fishermen working on commercial fishing vessels have decent working conditions on board. No easy feat. However, endeavours are underway to bring the aspirations of the various provisions contained within the Convention to fruition. Indeed, the first detention of fishing vessels under ILO C188 has already taken place42 and work is underway to encourage further ratifications of the Convention.

56. The UK has already commenced implementation of ILO C188 into UK law and formal ratification is expected later this year. The UK Government, via the Maritime and Coastguard Agency (MCA), carried out a public consultation which began on 13 November 2017 and concluded on 12 January 201843. Among those consulted, various fishermen’s federations, associations, producers’ organisations, vessel owners, charities and other interested parties, all had their say. Support for the Convention was variable during the early stages of consultation but without doubt has subsequently received overwhelming backing from the UK fishing industry.

57. Quite how ILO C188 will take shape in the UK and what effect it will have on the industry remains to be seen. However, many vessel owners, through the guidance of industry bodies and consultants, have started to plan and prepare for the Convention’s imminent introduction into UK law.

MAA 2015

58. The Modern Slavery Act 2015 (MSA)44 forms an integral part of the Government’s human rights and welfare protections of fishermen and working in the UK or onboard UK registered fishing vessels. Mainly applicable in England and Wales and only applicable in Scotland and Northern Ireland, each of whom have their own specific legislation to address modern slavery45; the MSA introduces the following offences specific to slavery, servitude, forced or compulsory labour, and human trafficking into UK law.

59. The Act, among others, creates an independent anti-slavery commissioner to help improve and better coordinate the UK response to modern slavery46. The incumbent Commissioner, Kevin Hyland OBE, has engaged specifically with businesses in the seafood industry with whom he is working to develop modern slavery prevention models47.

60. The Act also contains a ‘duty to notify’ provision48. Specified public authorities now have a duty to notify the Secretary of State of any individual encountered in England and Wales who they believe is a suspected victim of slavery or human trafficking. This duty is primarily intended to gather statistics and help build a more comprehensive picture of the nature and scale of modern slavery. However, it naturally has the benefit of enhancing the law enforcement effect of the Act as well.

61. More specifically, the MAA provides for detailed maritime provisions that enable enforcement at sea, including giving authorities the ability to board ships if slavery, servitude, forced or compulsory labour, or human trafficking are suspected49.

62. However, section 54 of the MAA, ‘Transparency in Supply Chains’50, is of most interest and relevance to those concerned with the human rights and welfare protections of fishermen working in the UK or on board UK fishing vessels. This section places an obligation upon commercial organisations to produce a slavery and human trafficking statement for each financial year of the organisation. The transparency in supply chains provision is applicable throughout the UK51 and requires commercial organisations to report on the endeavours undertaken to root out the scope for human rights abuses within their business and supply chain. Statements, among others, may include reference to the organisation’s structure, the nature of its business, and the extent and complexity of its supply chain. They may also outline the organisation’s policies and due diligence processes in relation to slavery and human trafficking. With respect to the parts of the organisation’s business and supply chains where there is a risk of slavery and human trafficking taking place, the organisation may include information relating to this and any measures enacted to assess and manage this risk. Other relevant information may include key performance indicators used to measure the organisation’s effectiveness in countering the potential for such human rights abuses and any training it may provide to staff and its stakeholders.

63. It is perhaps too early in the life of the Act to gauge how effective it has been in addressing commercial organisation’s success in relation to eliminating human rights violations in their supply chains. Indeed, despite the guidance, there is seemingly an unlimited discretionary power to interpret the contents of a Transparency in the Supply Chain Statement, meaning that commercial enterprises are adopting a wide variety of methods and approaches. A period of trial and error is conceivably unavoidable. What is certain, however, is that some commercial organisations are interpreting their obligations in strict terms and are implementing changes in their business to reflect their supply chain obligations. The UK fishing industry is a good example of this, even where slavery and human trafficking obligations are not legally mandated.

64. Section 54 currently only applies to commercial organisations with an annual turnover of £36 million52. This clearly places the burden upon entities with the deepest pockets. However, the domino effect of this legal obligation upon UK commercial entities is such that suppliers upstream of their supply chain customer initiate their own scrutiny of their business supply chain, in order to satisfy the demands of their downstream customers. This proactive approach occurs in many cases irrespective of whether or not the supplier is legally obliged to conduct such scrutiny or not. Indeed, the commercial imperative is such that if suppliers are not proactive in this regard, they risk both damage to reputation and losing their competitive edge in the market.

41. www.legislation.gov.uk/ukpga/2015/30/schedule/2


43. Modern Slavery Act 2015, s.52 (accessed on 22/08/18)

44. The Modern Slavery Act 2015 (c.30) (accessed on 22/08/18)


46. The Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner, Modern Slavery Act, s.40 (accessed on 22/08/18)


48. section 54 of the Modern Slavery Act 2015, c.30 (accessed on 22/08/18)

49. The Independent Anti-Slavery Commissioner, Modern Slavery Act, s.40 (accessed on 22/08/18)

50. Transparency in Supply Chains, etc, s.52 (accessed on 22/08/18)
65. Hilgho, many of the changes underway have either been guided or overtaken by UK regulatory agencies such as the National Federation of Fishermen’s Organisations 52; the South Western Fish Producers Organisation 53 or the Scottish Fishermen’s Federation 54. Other initiatives have been guided by public bodies such as the Maritime and Coastguard Agency 55 or Seafood Scotland 56, a Non-Departmental Public Body (NDPB) set up by the Fisheries Act 1981 to improve efficiency and raise standards across the seafood industry. Alternatively, the charity sector has also been influential, where organisations such as the Fishermen’s Mission 57, the Apostleship of the Sea 58 and Human Rights at Sea 59 have raised awareness to help encourage industry level reform.

66. However, various entities pulling in multiple directions has rarely been a recipe for success as the fishing industry has not been a beneficiary of such a strategy. Yet, with the founding of the Fishermen’s Welfare Alliance (FWA) 60, things are seemingly taking a turn for the better. The multi-stakeholder initiative brings together representatives from the various UK fishing industry supply chain to help tackle some of the most pressing human rights and welfare issues facing fishermen in the UK today. Furthermore, the FWA includes representatives outside the formal supply chain such as public bodies and charitable entities who can inject their expertise and wield their influence accordingly.

67. Primarily, the FWA aims to help the industry speak with one voice and promote best management practices throughout the supply chain; from recruitment and placement of fishermen, through standards and conditions of work and accommodation on board vessels, work agreements, remuneration, and repatriation, to independent third party welfare audits. The FWA offers its members a forum in which industry policy can be debated and developed. It can also act as a point of contact for internal bodies wishing to engage with the UK fishing industry as a whole, such as the licensing authorities of overseas manning agencies.

68. Having been founded earlier this year, the FWA is very much in its infancy. Indeed, the Organisation is only as strong and cohesive as its constituent parts. It therefore requires of its various membership a concerted patience and perseverance during this formative period. However, the signs are promising and with the various effects of certain legislation already taking a hold on the industry and with the looming uncertainty of Brexit hovering over its head, there is more that unites the various industry stakeholders than divides them.

69. Much has been made of the disparity between the fishing and shipping industries in terms of its treatment of workers and their working conditions. The fishing industry, is arguably in the dark ages when compared to both other more regulated and more developed maritime industry cousin. Indeed, the somewhat parochial, nigh-on agrarian, approach to the concept of management of many individual fishing vessel owners simply reinforces this stereotype. Management and the systems, processes, policies and procedures designed to enhance the running of one’s business are in many cases alien to fishing vessel owners. Fear and resistance to the adoption of the unknown are therefore natural corollaries. However, for an industry seeking to assure others of its bona fides and answer its critics in the realm of human rights and welfare, for instance, such a stance is unsustainable.

70. Yet, initiatives do exist to try and help encourage fishing vessel owners to develop their management systems. Among these, the Seafood Responsible Fishing Scheme (RFS) has gained some traction among fishing vessel owners. In particular, vessels which are members of the Scottish Wholesale Fish Producers Association (SWFPA) 61 are encouraged to join the scheme. RFS is a voluntary based voluntary programme certifying certain standards of welfare and responsible catching practices on fishing vessels. The scheme is open to all types of commercial fishing vessels and provides owners with a ‘business-to-business’ tool to help showcase best practices through independent third-party auditing. 62 In the light of recent and future legislative changes the current version of RFS is undergoing review, however. Some vessel owners have subsequently questioned the value of the scheme in its current form and await to be convinced of the merits in adopting version two of RFS.

71. Other models such as the SafetyFolder have developed out of a perceived vacuum in the industry which needed to be filled. An egalitarian model for vessel owners to manage their safety and welfare systems, the SafetyFolder has gained huge traction among many in the UK fishing industry. The system is constantly being updated with information and improvements are being made. At the heart of the SafetyFolder may suffer in comparison to the RFS, for instance, it is not in the realm of funding and labour resources. As a free service, the SafetyFolder does not generate any revenue, unlike the SeaFish RFS scheme.

72. Underpinning the reliance on these ‘off the shelf’ management systems is the recent MCA MIN 558 (F) Fishing Safety Management (FSM) Code 63. Premised on the International Safety Management Code (ISM) 64, the FSM Code sets out certain management requirements with respect to safety which vessel owners must implement in a manner of their choosing. Rather than adopting bespoke management systems at considerable cost and time consuming effort, many, if not all, vessel owners are turning to the likes of RFS and the SafetyFolder.

73. The presence of modern slavery in the UK fishing industry cannot be ruled out. Indeed, reports suggest that the practice, in one form or another, has been going on for some time 65. It is unlikely to be as prevalent as some commentators have suggested. Indeed, focused research on parts of the Northern Ireland fishing fleet revealed very little evidence of the kind of human rights abuses others have suspected 66. In fact, this particular case, with the exception of dubious wage deductions made by the manning agent, the fishermen sampled as part of the research reported no instances of abuse whatever. However, not all parts of the UK fisheries have commissioned detailed research into the matter of potential human rights abuses. It would therefore be wrong to extrapolate from this example that no significant abuses occur in the UK fishing industry.

74. Indeed, after some measured concerted patience and perseverance during this formative period. However, the signs are promising and with the various effects of certain legislation already taking a hold on the industry and with the looming uncertainty of Brexit hovering over its head, there is more that unites the various industry stakeholders than divides them.

75. In addition to journalistic exposé works and the endeavours of charities in bringing such abuses to the attention of the competent authorities 67, well intentioned initiatives such as the Seafood Slavery Risk Tool (SSRT) 68 exist to help seafood processors and traders to take行业. The UK government has recently highlighted as a ‘critical category risk’ for potential human rights abuses 69, with suspected forced labour occurring on board unspecified scallop vessels with connections with the SeaFish Responsible Fishing Scheme (RFS). The old adage ‘no smoke without fire’ may come to mind. However, not all reporting is fair in its summary of the facts. 70

76. In the case of UK scallop vessels, the reporting by the SSRT is arguably methodologically unsound. It relies on multiple journalistic sources documenting the alleged occurrence of human rights abuses on board non-RFS registered UK scallop vessels. Yet, these alleged occurrences do not specify which vessels were alleged to be engaged in modern slavery practices. Further, no interviews have actually been held with any of the crew members alleged to be victim to abuse on board UK scallop vessels 71 as an exercise in narrowing down the focus on potential risk sectors within the UK fishing industry, the SSRT is a useful tool. Nonetheless, tarring all fishing vessel owners with the same brush is unhelpful and unfair.

77. The UK Government has published a number of documents targeting potential modern slavery in the UK fishing industry and how to spot the tell tale signs of victimhood 72. Its campaigns have somewhat been misguided in the past, however, drawing scathing criticism from the industry for what many believe to be a case of over-hyping and exaggeration of the real problem. Indeed, after some measured lobbying by key industry representatives, the NCA agreed to abandon a campaign video which unfairly portrayed the UK fishing industry as an industry predisposed to modern slavery practices. The NCA admitted that the general premise of their campaign was not based on any solid empirical evidence as no investigative research of the type designed to interrogate such abuses had ever been carried out. Certainly, the number of prosecutions under modern slavery legislation did not support the campaign video’s proposition.

78. However, it is important to remind oneself of the embryonic nature of these legislative and industry level initiatives. A more transparent and responsible UK fishing industry is the goal and the measures are in place to help the industry in that very direction. No doubt there will be examples of bad practice, even breaches of the law, along the way. Sadly, this is a necessary consequence in the development of the industry. So long as these occurrences are kept to a minimum and not swept under the carpet but brought to the fore so that everyone can learn and be guided by the experience, this necessary evil will be easier to stomach. 73

79. If carried out successfully the model being developed in the UK may act as an example for other countries reacting to the effect of ILO C188 and similar modern slavery legislation. It is not a panacea for eliminating human rights abuses and/or substandard welfare practices. It is, however, a comprehensive approach to managing the risk of such abuses and substandard practices from occurring.

HUMAN RIGHTS ABUSES IN THE UK FISHING INDUSTRY
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CASE STUDY: ANGLO NORTH IRISH FISHER PRODUCERS ORGANISATION – A NORTHERN IRELAND MODEL

80. Aside from the efforts of the FWA to channel the UK fishing industry as a whole in one unified direction, individual fisheries and the various fishing organisations within them have developed their own initiatives to tackle the issue of potential human rights abuses. In Northern Ireland, the Anglo North Irish Fish Producers Organisation (ANIFPO) has been instrumental in helping to guide its members through the process of change in the industry. So much so that ANIFPO could be said to be the progenitor of the broader human rights and welfare model being advanced in the UK fisheries.

81. As a Producer’s Organisation (PO) ANIFPO is traditionally vested with the responsibility to manage its members’ fish quotas. However, ANIFPO’s management roles were often too focused on ensuring its members were making their quotas, and not necessarily thinking about the needs of their bigger and more heavily regulated competitors. However, ANIFPO was able to explain the importance of human rights led business practices to the longevity of the Northern Ireland fishing industry. Furthermore, it was able to persuade its members that the fruits of their labour lay not in resisting the corporatisation and ‘show’ culture towards doing business.

82. Bringing its members round to the idea of adopting such a culture was no easy feat. As alluded to above, many of the individual fishing vessel owners have not traditionally perceived their business in corporate terms. Therefore, they have not necessarily thought about the needs of their bigger and more heavily regulated competitors. However, ANIFPO was able to explain the importance of human rights led business practices to the longevity of the Northern Ireland fishing industry. Furthermore, it was able to persuade its members that the fruits of their labour lay not in resisting the corporatisation of their sector, but in embracing the changes and remaining ahead of the curve in relation to their competitors elsewhere in the UK fishing industry.
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89. CONCLUSION

90. From the absence of specific up to date empirical evidence and the generally limited information available, the risk of human rights abuses occurring inside the Ascension EEZ on board AIG licensed vessels is difficult to assess. Assurance one way or the other cannot be given and therefore the likelihood of human rights abuses existing in the AIG fishing licence scheme cannot be ruled out.

91. Japanese and Taiwanese tuna longline vessels have historically employed Indonesian, Taiwanese, and Filipino crew on board their vessels. Little to no information is held on the recruitment and placement system in relation to Indonesian and Taiwanese fishermen. This lack of knowledge is a concern in itself and should alert concerned parties to the potential risks associated with the human rights and welfare of this cohort of migrant fishermen.

92. The system of recruitment and placement of Filipino fishermen is more comprehensively understood. Although the risk to the human rights and welfare of Filipino fishermen potentially working on board foreign flagged vessels in the Ascension EEZ cannot be ruled out, the POEA licensing system does offer some assurance with respect to this cohort of migrant fisherman.

As previously highlighted, there are no apparent instances of human rights abuses involving Taiwanese, Indonesian or Filipino fishermen on board vessels operating under the AIG fishing licence scheme. However, Japan and China Tàipèi have two of the largest tuna longline fishing fleets in the Atlantic and it is not too remote a possibility that some of these vessels have one or more of these nationals working on board. Targeted investigative analysis may help to uncover whether there are any risks to these fisherman operating in the AIG fishery limit.
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1. Counsel engagement with AIG re current list of licensed fishing vessels in order to know which flag States are operating in the Ascension fishery;  
2. Counsel engagement with relevant flag States and ascertain what, if any, human rights and welfare standards the ship registry requires of its members and what monitoring mechanisms they have in place to give effect to these requirements;  
3. Counsel engagement with relevant flag States and ascertain what, if any, records of international standards of health and safety on board fishing vessels are maintained by the respective ship registry;  
4. Counsel engagement with relevant flag States and ascertain what, if any, independent third-party auditing records are maintained by the ship registry and required of its members in respect of safety, welfare, and human rights;  
5. Counsel engagement with AIG, relevant flag States, and specific fishing vessel owners re voluntary disclosure of crew lists, to include: full names, nationalities, positions on board and length of contract.  
6. Counsel maintaining a historical database of AIG licensed vessels and crew on board;  
7. Counsel engagement with other stakeholders to commission research into the recruitment and placement systems of relevant labour sourcing countries to help better understand what, if any, protections are in place to guard against human rights abuses in the South Atlantic Tuna Longline fishing industry e.g. ICCAT.  
8. Counsel direct engagement and interviews with fishermen working on board AIG licensed fishing vessels to ascertain first-hand how crew feel they are treated in respect of their human rights and welfare protections.  
9. Counsel consideration of the tightening of AIG regulatory control and protections of fishermen’s welfare could potentially be undertaken through (private law) contractual licensing terms and conditions for foreign flagged Fishing Vessels operating in the AIG EEZ, specifying the positive obligation to follow designated fundamental human rights protections, ensuring minimum standards such as those under ILO C188 are applied, and mandating welfare safeguards and effective remedies for abuses. This could be in addition or complementary to existing AIG regulations, the breach of a condition of which represents a regulatory breach remedied through established State judicial routes.
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